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Executive Background Summary 
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Background:   

His career has been built on the idea that a Human Resource leader offers the greatest value 

to an organization when acting as a strategic influence.  He has worked as a change agent in 

each of my roles; largely through developing other leaders and helping them identify, then 

leave behind, artificial barriers to cooperation.  He hopes to have the opportunity to provide 

specific examples, which are beyond the scope of this letter, but has found that success in 

getting rid of those conscious and unconscious biases is critical to establishing a customer 

service culture with improved levels of trust and employee satisfaction. Without that 

foundation, every other initiative, whether it be performance improvement, retention or any 

number of other metrics, is doomed. 

 

He believes in conjunction with the strategic work, it is crucial to educate and empower staff 

in transactional areas by emphasizing their importance to overall organizational goals.  As a 

model of the customer service culture previously mentioned, performing the duties quickly 

and accurately is key to reinforcing that atmosphere throughout the other departments and 

to have a positive effect in every area from recruitment to risk management.   

 

 

Employment: 

• Human Resources Director, Peak Completion Technologies  Jul 2010 – Mar 2020 

• Human Resources Director, Telvista,     Sep 2007 - Jul 2010 

• Director of Human Resources, Alliance Hospital, Odessa  Nov 2004 – Jun 2007 
 

 

Education and Certifications: 

• BA Liberal Studies, University of New York    1992 

• Master of Business Administration, University of Texas  2004 
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Cover Letter & Resume 
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3909 Crestgate Ave 

Midland, TX 

May 6, 2020 

Municipal Solutions 

recruit125@municipalsolutions.org 

 

Dear Recruiting Team, 

 

Please accept this communication as a letter of interest regarding the position of Director 

of Human Resources for the city of Odessa, Texas.  As a native of the Permian Basin with 

executive level Human Resources experience serving both private and public sector 

employers, I understand the unique challenges of practicing in this area.  The work history 

documented in my resume should demonstrate that I have the requisite skills and 

knowledge to meet those challenges.  As I doubt those attributes alone are sufficient to 

distinguish me from other candidates for the position, I hope the following information will 

help to communicate a better sense of my fit for the role. 

 

My career has been built on the idea that a Human Resource leader offers the greatest value 

to an organization when acting as a strategic influence.  I have worked as a change agent in 

each of my roles; largely through developing other leaders and helping them identify, then 

leave behind, artificial barriers to cooperation.  I hope to have the opportunity to provide 

specific examples, which are beyond the scope of this letter, but have found that success in 

getting rid of those conscious and unconscious biases is critical to establishing a customer 

service culture with improved levels of trust and employee satisfaction. Without that 

foundation, every other initiative, whether it be performance improvement, retention or 

any number of other metrics, is doomed. 

 

In conjunction with the strategic work, it is crucial to educate and empower staff in 

transactional areas by emphasizing their importance to overall organizational goals.  As a 

model of the customer service culture previously mentioned, performing our duties quickly 

and accurately is key to reinforcing that atmosphere throughout the other departments and 

has a positive effect in every area from recruitment to risk management.   

 

In closing, I ask that you give me the chance to discuss this position further.  I would love to 

provide specific examples of the broad concepts I have mentioned, and to give you a sense 

of my excitement at the potential of this role to have a positive impact on the city of Odessa 

in the view of both internal and external stakeholders.  

 

Cordially, 

Charles Hurst, SHRM-SCP, SPHR 
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Disclosure Statement 
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Telephone Interview w/ Candidate 
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Telephone Interview 

Date: 8 June 2020 

Conducted by: D. Evertsen 

 

What prompted your interest in this position?    

 

The opportunity for a position at this level as an HR Director.  I have been an HR 

Director Executive in HR for many years and this opportunity presented itself, 

took a look at it and realized that what the City needs to do right now is kind what 

I do.  It aligned pretty well with my goals.   

 

The profile was helpful, the background information on the area was more 

attuned to a candidate from outside of Texas. I was particularly interested in the 

part of the profile which talked about challenges and opportunities.  

 

What do you see as the greatest challenge for Human Resource Directors in 

general, and in the Public Sector specifically?    

 

Probably the greatest challenges are the current operation of business institutions 

is the idea that we need discontinuity (sharp break) in the way we deal with each 

other rather than a slow change.  We need a sudden, sharp change.  How do we 

reach a new normal, shedding old, traditional ideas, to get to a place where 

difficult conversations are less challenging?  Does working at a specific location 

need to continue?  Can services be offered without people in the office? Can we 

conduct business in a manner which allows for remote work?  

 

Secondary, we are dealing with an outraged segment of society that feel they have 

not been listened to for a long time.  These people are our constituents.  Where 

can we make change? Our recruitment processes? Our approach to and 

understanding of non-traditional family dynamics?  There is a ton of range for HR 

to be the means for organizations to update themselves.  

 

Tell me about your Communication and Management Skills.    

 

Shepherding. Shepherds lead. Sheep don’t follow someone they don’t trust.   HR 

does not have the production demands that other departments due, so, we can 

and should help other departments get where they want / need to be. HR needs 

to be modeled after the City’s strategic goals and objectives.  We cannot lose 

employees, we cannot lose our staff, we must improve our image through 

recruitment, retention, training, team building and creating an organization which 

implements the Strategic Vision of the City of Odessa.  Some organizations have lost 

the reasons why they are doing what they are doing.  
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We need to understand what each of the departments are dealing with, and look for 

opportunities to help them improve, not to be an obstacle. HR needs to be a partner 

to help facilitate what each of the departments needs to get done – even if it doesn’t 

work this way currently – it needs to work this way moving forward. (a lot of HR 

policies and procedures are often set up for the convenience of HR, not departments. 

There is often no connection to the mission of the overall organization.  HR cannot 

be a guardrail and / or speedbump. HR cannot be a choke-point.     

 

Communication style is probably characterized by a high degree of transparency.  I 

like to explain why I am doing what I am doing and other involved, to try to give 

them a background of related administration and leadership processes. Example: 

one of my previous co-workers (a tenured employee) applied for the position I 

applied for as an external candidate.  They hired me over her, then instructed me to 

have the difficult conversation with this employee when I returned. We had a 

conversation, I thought it went pretty well…but hopefully you will understand why 

your supervisors made the decision.  My skill sets and experience provided something 

for what management wanted to do – a direction they wanted to go.  I want you to 

become qualified to take my position to leave.  She was about as unhappy as you 

could imagine. Three days later, the realized that HIS STRATEGIC approach was 

needed for the organization, and she was admittedly a TRANSACTIONAL. 

 

You have to maintain an emphasis on teaching, even when the environment is not 

conducive to this.  Of course, it helps when you are working with people. 

 

My Master’s Degree is in Management - we have to communicate to ALL of our staff, 

subordinate staff we are mentoring, Supervisors, we need to have a MASTERY of 

the processes we are managing.   

 

What would your references say are 5 words which describe you, your skills 

or your attributes?    

• Knowledgeable, intelligent, cheerful, diligent, person of integrity.  

 

Would your family be comfortable with relocation to Odessa, Texas?    

 

I was asked this question 15 years ago, and I laughed…I lived and still here!  

 

Anything else you would like to share? Do you have any questions I might 

answer for you?  

 

Interviewed comments: Good interview. City Manager and executive team will 

benefit from a conversation with him about how he sees managing change processes 
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in difficult environments.  He seems to be one of those candidates with greater value 

than the position requires – possibly providing the City with potential for the future.  
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Candidate Introduction & Writing Sample 
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What is your current/recent 
position/title(s)? 
 

 Most recently, Director of Human Resources  

 
Describe your current employer. 
   

 My last employer was a multinational oil industry services firm. 
 

 
What is the total number of employees in 
your department / division? The # you are 
directly and indirectly responsible for?  
 

 
The HR department was a department of one.  Through my tenure, I 
managed   the Project Management (1 direct) and IT departments (2 direct) 
as well as shared a dual supervision relationship over the Payroll 
Administrator.  In the job prior to that one, I had 18 direct or indirect 
reports. 
 

What services does your current employer 
provide? 

That firm developed, built, and installed oil well completion tools. 

 
Do you have an influence in the 
department budgetary decisions? 
 

 Yes, I had influence in both my departmental budget and in that of other 
departments.  

 
Why are you interested in the Director of 
Human Resources position in Odessa? 
 

 
Shortly after I began my first professional job in Odessa, a local business 
leader offered me the opportunity to attend a day-long seminar with a 
noted business and leadership author.  When asked why he would pay to 
bring the gentleman here, his rationale was that Odessa had been good to 
him and he could help it continue to thrive by investing to help grow quality 
leaders.  I have spent many years continuing to develop my subject matter 
and leadership skills, inspired in part by his example.  This position offers 
the chance to give back to the community and have an impact on many 
different quality of life measures. 
 

 
What do you feel are the keys to 
managing a successful Human Resources 
Department?   
 

 
Establishing trust and a clear set of guiding principles based on an 
atmosphere of customer service should be the first steps.  Beyond that, 
working to ensure clear, open communication is vital.  Employees must feel 
empowered to make decisions within established guidelines and to self-
report errors without fear.  All members of the department must understand 
that we are expected to model the behavior we expect from others 
 

 
Tell us about two situations where your 
efforts improved the workflow in your 
current or previous work experience.   
 
 

 
As part of my team’s work in identifying and implementing an Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) software package, I was successful in moving 
our hourly employees to an electronic timekeeping system which could be 
used both locally and remotely to replace the manual system that had been 
in use.  The new system was faster and more accurate, provided more 
consistent input to the Payroll office, and also provided input related to our 
manufacturing process to enhance our product costing and production 
management processes. 
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I instituted a centralized onboarding/exit process to replace the prior 
departmentally driven model.  The centralized version ensured that each 
stakeholder across the organization had the information required to start 
and stop services as needed to ensure a smooth transition, as well as build 
the records needed for risk and asset management purposes.    
. 

 
Tell us about an ethical situation that you 
have been confronted with during your 
career.  How did you deal with it? What 
was the outcome?  

  
Recently, due to the general oil industry downturn, my firm’s two majority 
owners stated that they wanted to explore saving money through changes 
to the company 401(k) plan.  I provided a financial and compliance analysis 
of plan continuation, suspension of contributions to the plan, and 
discontinuation of the plan as requested.  Through the analysis, I 
determined that discontinuing the plan would result in a financial benefit to 
my personal account due to my investment portfolio, though most of our 
employees would suffer significant losses.  Since those employees, many 
of whom were in key roles, were critical to the company’s eventual 
recovery, and I regarded the cost difference between suspension and 
discontinuation as small, my recommendation was to institute the 
suspension.  The ownership group instructed me to terminate the plan as 
that would maximize their savings.  I presented them with an alternative 
that combined suspension with a staffing reduction plan that would offset 
the difference and allow them to achieve their targeted savings number 
while preserving vital production staff.  They accepted the modified 
proposal and instituted the staffing reduction, which was elimination of my 
position in the organization. 
 

 
Tell us about your experience in public 
speaking? 

 
I have spoken and presented information to a variety of audiences through 
training, benefit presentations, orientation sessions, and board reports. 
These speaking opportunities have ranged from planned and prepared to 
impromptu. 
 

 
Have you ever experienced a situation of 
public outcry?   
If yes, please tell us about it.  
 

 
Though relatively minor in nature, I was the subject of some public outcry 
in my first HR position.  It was in a small town, and the hospital’s CEO 
made the decision to replace the incumbent HR Director, a well-loved 
native of the community, with me.  Though I was not known to the 
newspaper’s editor or the elected Board, and no effort was made to 
evaluate the wisdom of the decision, I was the subject of some unpleasant 
articles and conversations.  I understood that I was the subject of the 
complaints rather than the target, and that no response would be adequate 
in the moment.  My only option was to do the job well and allow the matter 
to resolve on its own. 
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Are there any innovations or programs 
that you would like to bring to Odessa (i.e. 
technical, interpersonal, managerial, etc)?  
If so, what? 

 
Without an assessment of the current environment with regard to needs 
and resources, it would be premature to identify a specific solution.  
Whether existing programs need revision, or new ones introduced, there 
are a few basic principles that should be addressed.  Among those, I would 
want to ensure that a customer service process emphasizing personal 
responsibility (QBQ or similar) was in use.  I have also found that programs 
like the “Manager Tools” podcasts are a good first step in establishing a 
communication structure for many basic supervisory functions such as 
addressing behavioral expectations and ensuring regular communication.  
Additionally, a modern personnel evaluation tool that emphasizes frequent 
incremental feedback rather than a periodic meeting needs to be in place 
as well as a training program that tackles critical points of friction such as 
bias, whether conscious or unconscious. 
 

 
What do you see as the greatest 
challenges facing the City of Odessa from 
a financial standpoint? 

 
Odessa, like all of the Permian Basin, is tied to the oil industry as its 
primary financial driver. That tie permeates every level of analysis, whether 
one is looking at tax revenue, demand for services, prevailing pay rates, 
availability of employees or any other measure. With that understanding, 
strategic planning must account for that industry’s cyclical nature when 
deciding when and how to address aging infrastructure, extension of 
services, or other future needs. Though diversification efforts have had 
mixed results, it is important to continue trying to attenuate the effect of that 
industry’s swings on the community. We must also be vigilant in protecting 
the city from unplanned expenditures due to liability issues. 
 

 
What do you see as the greatest 
challenges facing public agencies from a 
information and technology standpoint? 
 

 
The rate of change in the fields of information and technology is probably 
the greatest single challenge we face in that area.  The problems related to 
that rate of change manifest themselves in a number of ways.  First is that 
of security.  As a repository of sensitive information, we must have the 
knowledge and means to protect that information.  We also must manage 
our exposure to threats, such as malicious actors who may be anywhere 
on the planet.  Also, our world has almost daily reminders of the dangers of 
creating a persistent permanent record using tools that capture “stream of 
consciousness” remarks.  Further, we must acknowledge that video 
records of almost every contentious encounter will continue to drive our 
need for mindful interactions at every opportunity.  Finally, that rate of 
change drives the need for constant evolution in how we deal with the 
above challenges and sets expectations around how we interact using 
technology.  We must also avoid the narrative that technological access 
and use is pervasive throughout the community and ensure that we do not 
unintentionally exclude populations, especially since that exclusion may 
disproportionately affect members of a protected class. 
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Tell us about two innovations you have 
introduced to an organization you have 
worked for. 

 
In a previous role in a company with around 2,500 FTE, we faced the 
challenge of providing meaningful performance evaluations.  Like many 
firms, we had a traditional annual evaluation process.  That evaluation 
system had an unacceptably high level of subjectivity in the process, was 
cumbersome, and embodied many of the other problems inherent in that 
type of a system.  I designed a new system and then headed the project 
management team to develop it using existing IT department personnel 
and resources.  The redesigned system began with the firm’s strategic 
plan, divided that into each department’s contributions in support of that 
plan, then continued subdividing until each individual contribution was 
determined in an objective, measurable fashion.  Those measurements 
were collected, in an automated fashion in many cases, and available to 
both the employee and their chain of command in a regularly accessible 
dashboard structure.  That information was reviewed on a regular basis 
and provided an effective means of communication as well as an equitable 
means of pay adjustment.  
 

 
 

 
A less comprehensive innovation was the introduction of an electronic 
training platform as a means of addressing a variety of communication 
challenges in a 24 hour per day work environment.  In that environment, a 
hospital, we faced the need to provide a variety of training to employees at 
multiple levels of education and licensure.  Some of the training needed to 
be repeated on a periodic basis for compliance purposes, and most 
needed to be documented for risk management purposes.  I identified and 
implemented a SCORM-compliant product that allowed us to either 
purchase or author training as needed and deploy it to our workforce with 
minimal impact to our presenters.  It also served to ensure the trainings 
were recompleted in a timely manner and reviewed by management.  I 
extended the system’s use to both our new hire orientation and annual 
benefit presentations, which enhanced the ROI of the platform to the 
organization. 
 

 
What measures have you used, or would 
you use to gauge whether or not your 
department is successful? 
 

 
I have used a variety of measures that capture departmental performance 
regarding our transactional functions.  Measures such as time to hire, 
turnover, and cost per hire can be useful, depending on the organization.  
Most will also identify a few others that are meaningful and provide insights 
into either activity or effectiveness.  From a larger perspective though, I feel 
the primary measure of the department’s success is revealed through the 
health of the whole organization.  One of my favorite tools is the Gallup 
Q12 instrument to measure employee engagement.  Many of the other 
metrics of interest can be shown to derive from the level of employee 
engagement.   
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Tell us about two ways you or your agency 
has found to reduce costs and or improve 
operations?  
 

 
A recent example would be from my last position.  We were faced with 
repeated issues due to the dynamic nature of oil well completion orders 
and the number of processes involved.  In an effort to address these 
problems, I established a single shared messaging mechanism to ensure 
that each stakeholder received orders, changes, and specifications at the 
same time and in the same format as every other concerned party.  We 
also established a set meeting for the purpose of reviewing all outstanding 
work. Despite my belief that these types of meetings can sometimes be a 
productivity drain, in this instance it proved to be the most effective means 
of dealing with the issues caused, in part, by departmental silos.  The 
meetings also served to eliminate many of the operational failures we had 
been experiencing and to reduce the interdepartmental tension. 
 

 
 

 
In a prior role, the company, a technical support call-center, faced an 
interesting challenge.  The company was typical for the industry in that it 
had relatively low-paying, but stressful, line level positions, and 
correspondingly high turnover.  Contractual requirements were such that 
unplanned absenteeism was a significant problem, sometimes resulting in 
penalty payments for non-compliance.  Often, employees would quit with 
little or no notice, leaving the company to scramble to meet its customer’s 
expectations.  The corporate HR group, which was outside of the 
operational centers, had established through policy that unused PTO was 
paid out at termination, and that leaving without notice made the offending 
party ineligible for rehire.  After appropriate communication, I updated that 
policy to establish that appropriate notice was necessary to receive the 
unused PTO payout.  After implementation, our accounting group 
estimated the savings through the first two quarters due to reduced PTO 
payouts and reduced penalty payments to our customers to be more than 
$200,000. 
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What do you consider to be your greatest 
achievement as a HR Manager / 
Administrator? Your biggest failure? Why? 

 
My greatest achievement in the field of HR has been that I have had 
success in adding value to people.  I have received feedback from several 
former employees and subordinates who credit me to some degree for 
their success, whether in their career or in their educational achievements.  
My view is that they are solely responsible, but I am pleased that they 
believe that I provided them either the inspiration or the opportunity to 
thrive. 
 
My biggest failure was to discover during an exit interview that a former 
employee did not feel as if she had an effective means of dealing with a 
potential harassment issue.  The employee acknowledged that she was 
aware of the processes that were in place, but felt they were insufficient to 
address an issue with a senior executive in the firm.  My sense of failure 
comes from the fact that I had presented the complaint and support 
processes under the banner of the Human Resources department, rather 
than insisting on them being presented by the CEO and/or the Board of 
Directors.  I did establish positive feedback to ensure all employees were 
aware of the complaint process and how to file an anonymous complaint, 
but I failed to assess whether or not they felt that to be adequate.  While 
that failure was unrelated to her choice to leave the organization, I consider 
it as a lesson learned. 
 

 
What do you see as the major challenges 
facing local governments in terms of 
Human Resources over the next 20 
years? 
 

 
We have recently faced a number of local challenges that were unlikely or 
unthinkable a couple of years ago.  Given that, one of local government’s 
major challenges is to develop a capacity for flexibility and responsiveness.  
Key to that will be to enhance our ability to promote effective knowledge 
transfer so that we may continue to build on experience, rather than repeat 
it.  As the community and its expectations for us evolve, we must also be 
mindful of recruiting and retaining high quality, service-oriented individuals.  
We must also be strategic in our guidance and facilitation of growth. 
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Municipal Software has become big 
business in recent years. With security, 
accuracy and efficiency being more 
important than ever, tell us more about 
your experience with Municipal Software 
packages and data protection. 
 

 
As I am without prior municipal experience, my exposure to these products 
has been limited.  I have selected or driven the selection of a variety of 
types of specialized software products, though.  In each, I have found a 
few common elements of consideration.  My primary concern is that the 
software is a means of creating and accessing information, but the 
ownership and control of the information needs to remain with the 
organization.  I have evaluated a number of products that house data in a 
cloud environment or encode it in such a way as to render it useless 
without the vendor’s proprietary solution.  
 
Both types unacceptably encumber the information and are vulnerable to 
loss of, or unauthorized, access.  Beyond that, the solutions need to have 
positive, traceable control of data access.  They need to be routinely and 
robustly tested for vulnerabilities as IT threats are continuously evolving 
and provide a means of ensuring that any mechanical or system failure can 
be recovered in a timely manner.  Additionally, the software should be 
flexible enough to permit modification as the city’s collection and reporting 
needs change, without the need to incur additional modification costs. 
 

Give us six adjectives or phrases you 
would use to describe yourself 

Person of integrity, Strategic thinker, Detail oriented, Compliance driven, 
Calm, Humorous 

Are you familiar with and comfortable with 
the current salary range?  If not, why not?  

I am both familiar with and comfortable with the salary range 

What are your salary expectations if you 
are hired by us?  

I would hope that my professional qualifications would drive any offer to the 
upper quadrant of the range. 

Is there anything else about yourself you 
would like to tell us that would be helpful 
in evaluating you for this position? 

No, but I look forward to the opportunity to discuss the position further. 
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Background Investigation Part I:                                              

Internet, News & Social Media  
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Social Media:  

 

 Facebook:    1 post in 2012 and 1 post in 2014 
  Link:   https://www.facebook.com/charles.hurst.73 

 

 Twitter:    None reported / None found 

  

 Instagram:  No posts, 2 followers 
  Link:   https://www.instagram.com/crhurst63/ 

 

Linked In:   308 connections, 32 HR endorsements. Given 2 

recommendations,   

(includes professional photo)  
(is connected with Michelle Harmon and has liked a few of her posts).  

 
Very professional photo, very professional articles he shared, mostly 

likes and comments on other posts.  All related to motivational and 

positive acts of others and management issues. 

 

Recommendations given:  

 

For Elidia Martinez Gallardo (Charles managed her directly): 
 

Every so often, if you are fortunate, you will get to work with a 

professional, like Elidia, who is a treasure. Working with her has been 

one of the high points of my HR career. She is one of the rare few who 

can effortlessly balance the needs of the company with her concern for 

employees to achieve the best possible outcome in a challenging 

situation. 

 

For Susan Brunelle (Charles was senior to her, but did not 

supervise) 

 
I have had the good fortune to observe Susan's intuition and ability to 

match people with a position, both as a candidate and as the Director of 

HR for Telvista.  She has an extraordinary ability to identify the 

requirements of an organization and relate those to the experiences and 

abilities of her seemingly endless pool of candidates.  She has earned 

both my trust and my respect. 

 
Link:   https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-hurst-sphr-shrm-scp-17413b8/ 

 

Old:  Profile from when he was Site HR Manager for Telvista.  

4 connections. Hasn’t been updated in years.  

https://www.facebook.com/charles.hurst.73
https://www.instagram.com/crhurst63/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-hurst-sphr-shrm-scp-17413b8/
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-hurst-9a1770a/  

 

 

Internet / News Articles:  
 
Article:    HR Southwest  Conference Attendees list (includes Charles) 
 

Link:  http://hrsouthwest.com/wp-content/uploads/Attendee-List-Thru-

10.4.16-Look-Whos-Coming.pdf 

 

Analyst Comments:  His online background search was very limited.  There was very limited 

information to find, but maybe that is a good quality to have in a Human Resources manager 

and what Odessa could be looking for.  Professionally, appears to have longevity, a very good 

reputation, and appears to be a head-down, solid HR Manager.  

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-hurst-9a1770a/
http://hrsouthwest.com/wp-content/uploads/Attendee-List-Thru-10.4.16-Look-Whos-Coming.pdf
http://hrsouthwest.com/wp-content/uploads/Attendee-List-Thru-10.4.16-Look-Whos-Coming.pdf
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Background Investigation Part II: 

Criminal / Civil, Education & Employment Verification  
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19 total inquiries 

Names searched:   Charles Hurst 
 

Criminal Records Checks 

  
Nationwide Criminal Records Search:  Complete. No Records Found 
 
County Criminal Search:     
 (City of Midland) Midland County, TX Complete. No Records Found 
 (City of Dallas) Dallas County, TX  Complete. No Records Found 
 (City of Odessa) Ector County, TX  Complete. No Records Found 
 (City of Vallejo) Sonoma County, CA   Complete. No Records Found 
 (Winter Park) Orange County, FL  Complete. No Records Found 
 (Idaho Falls) Bonneville County, ID  Complete. No Records Found 
 
Statewide Criminal:      Complete. No Records Found 

 
Civil Records Checks 

 
Federal Civil Search      
 Texas      Complete. No Records Found 
 California     Complete. No Records Found 
 Idaho      Complete. No Records Found 
 Florida     Complete. No Records Found 

 
County Civil Search:      
 (City of Midland) Midland County, TX Complete. No Records Found 
 (City of Dallas) Dallas County, TX  Complete. No Records Found 
 (City of Odessa) Ector County, TX  Complete. No Records Found 
 (City of Vallejo) Sonoma County, CA   Complete. No Records Found 
 (Idaho Falls) Bonneville County, ID  Complete. No Records Found 

  (Winter Park) Orange County, FL  Complete. No Records Found 
 
    

3-year Motor Vehicle  

 TX DL # 09679685      Complete. No Records Found 
 
License first issued in 1979, no violations, no convictions, no failure to appear and no 
accidents.  
 
Bankruptcy       Complete. No Records Found 
 

Based on the information provided to us by the client and/or applicant a search was 

conducted in the state of record for a minimum of seven years and no past or pending 

litigation was found in the jurisdiction of this court as of this date. 
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Employment Verification       

 
HR Director, Peak Completion Technologies Jul 2010 – Mar 2020  Verified 
 Verified with Alan Nunley Controller, 432-634-7629   
 
HR Director, Telvista     Sep 2007 - Jul 2010  Verified 
 Verified with Michael Parrish, Odessa IT Dir formerly at Telvista 432-352-6139 
 
Director of HR, Alliance Hospital, Odessa  Nov 2004 – Jun 2007  Pending 

Verified with (pending response from Hospital) 
 
US Navy Military Service                                                     1986 – 1992                                  Verified
 Verified with DD-214 of Discharge for Active Duty form     

  
 

 
Education Verification       

 
BA Liberal Studies, University of New York   1992           Pending 
 Verified by 
 

Master of Business Administration, University of Texas  2004           Verified 

 Verified by National Student Clearinghouse 
 

 

*Based on the information provided to us by the client and/or applicant a search was 
conducted in the jurisdiction requested and no reportable records were found as of this date. 
 

** Based on the information provided to us by the client and/or applicant a search was 
conducted in the state of record for a minimum of seven years and no past or pending litigation 
was found in the jurisdiction of this court as of this date. 
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Reference Interviews 

 
 

1. Two elected officials for the you currently work for who would have familiarity with your 
work as Human Resources Director or other HR management position. For private 
agencies, substitute senior non-supervisory officials.  

 

Alan Nunley, Controller  
(Peak Completion Technologies) 
432-634-7629 
Ranunley54@gmail.com 

John Thomas, Operations Manager – US 
(Peak Completion Technologies) 
432-254-8116 
John.thomas@peakcompletions.com 

 
2. Two elected officials for the agency whom you have worked previously, who would be 

familiar with your work as Human Resources Director or other HR management position. 
For private agencies, substitute senior non-supervisory officials. 
 

Michael Parrish, Director of IT 
(City of Odessa) formerly at Telvista 
432-352-6139 
mparrish@odessa-tx.gov 

Donna Rinella, Sr. VP 
(Brown and Brown Insurance Services) 
949-702-1906 
Drinella@bbsocal.com 

 
3. Your current direct Supervisor. 

 

NA 

 
4. The Mayor or City Manager and two prior Mayors or City Managers who know of your 

work as Human Resources Director or other HR management position.  
 

NA   

 
5. The HR Director for the agency where you worked as a Human Resources Director or 

other HR management position. 
 

NA 

 
6. Two members of the media who were familiar with you in the agency you worked in as 

Human Resources Director or other HR management position. 
 

NA  

 
7. Two colleagues (i.e., other HR Directors or HR Managers from other agencies) who 

know your work as Human Resources Director or other HR management position. 
  

Rick Kasparek, IT System Admin.  
(Peak Completion Technologies) 
432-238-7468 
Rick@kasparek.com 
 

Terry O’Brian, HSE Manager  
(Peak Completion Technologies) 
432-296-3381 
Terry.obrain@peakcompletions.com 

 

mailto:Ranunley54@gmail.com
mailto:John.thomas@peakcompletions.com
mailto:mparrish@odessa-tx.gov
mailto:Drinella@bbsocal.com
mailto:Rick@kasparek.com
mailto:Terry.obrain@peakcompletions.com
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8. Two subordinate employees who report(ed) directly to you as Human Resources Director 
or other HR management position. 

  

Anthony Coombes 
L1 Technician (THNCit)  
Peak Completion Technologies 
806-683-2865 
apcoombes@yahoo.com 
 

 

 
 

Return ASAP in MS Word of PDF format to 
Kaylynne & Kathryn at: recruit125@municipalsolutions.org 

  

mailto:apcoombes@yahoo.com
mailto:recruit125@municipalsolutions.org
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Reference #1:   Alan Nunley Controller 432-634-7629 (current official 
at Peak Completion) 
 

1. What has been the working relationship you’ve had with this candidate? 

For about how long? 
 

He started in 2004, 8-9 years. One of the best Director they ever had. Great knowledge in 
economics and law. He was a consultant on everything. He managed several hundred 
people. He hired Charles over at Peak Completion. 
 

2. Can you share with me 4-5 words that best describe his skills and or 
character? 

 

- Very detailed 

- Up to date on law and regulations 
- Tough but kind in what he believes 
- Very good on what he does 
 

3. What do you consider to be his greatest strength? Any areas for 
improvement?  
 

As far as compliance, pay roll and everything else he stands for what is right. He worked 
for attorneys and knows what he does. Very compassioned and very excellent with 
people. 
 

4. What were his leadership skills with the department staff? 
 

He’s a great leader and makes sure that everything is doing well. Fair with people.   
 

5. Can you remember a crisis situation where he was involved and how he 
handled it? 

 

Oil and gas business are tough. When they had to terminate people, he was very respectful 
and empathetic with them. He kept everything to himself when dealing with complaints. 
 

6. If you were in a hiring position today, would you hire him as Human 
Resources Director?  Why or why not?   
 
Of course. 
 

7. Are you aware of anything in his past that could become an 
embarrassment to another city if they were to hire his and it became 
public? 
 
Not at all. He’s a good Christian man with high morals. 
 

8. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
 

Team player, he watches out to the companies’ interests. He manages all the 
difficult situations. He coached Alan in what to do. 
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Reference #2:   Anthony Coombes 806-683-2865 Peak Completion 
Technologies 
 

1. What has been the working relationship you have had with this 
candidate? For about how long? 
 
He was the HR Dir. We worked together for 7 years.  I was an Innovator and IT Specialist 
and then later Charles was managing the IT department and Graphics renovations.  
 

2. Can you share with me 4-5 words that best describe his skills and or 
character? 

- Outstanding 

- Intelligent 
- Thoughtful 
- Calculated – he managed everything as a whole and was good at keeping everyone 

on their feet. 
 

3. What do you consider to be his greatest strength? Any areas for 
improvement?  
 
Greatest strength.  At all times I was extremely impressed.  Whenever someone brought 
him an issued, he handled things very well.  He handled things very carefully.  Things 
always went smoother when he was around.  
 
He was calculated with his decisions, but he was always very quick with responses and 
never had to say, “I’ll get back to you”. 
 

4. What were his leadership skills with the department staff? 

 
My direct boss Roy the IT Dir was approached by the owners of the company, it was not 
a good way to approach someone and they were very forceful.  My boss did not like their 
approach and started to push back.  The VP was very mad and went over his head.  He 
went to Charles and told him to go to Roy and take disciplinary action.  Before 
responding, Charles went and did more research on the background with these 
particular people to understand where they were coming from and how they usually 
work.  As a result, the way it was handled was in a very professional.  Other employees 
expected to have someone come in with anger against Roy, but that is not how it was 
handled.  
 

5. Can you remember a crisis situation where he was involved and how he 
handled it? 

 
Whenever someone loses their job and are let go, he always handles this process very well 
and in a respectful way.   
 
As a recruiter, he managed to find valuable prime people that were very impressive.   In 
fact, the people that he would pull in would make me feel like I could not compare to such 
impressive people.  Not that I do not have great skills, but I felt surrounded by very 
amazing and intelligent people. 
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6. If you were in a hiring position today, would you hire him as Human 

Resources Director?  Why or why not?   
 
100% - If I could afford him.  I could not find another candidate that could take his 
place.  He would be an amazing asset for any company.  
 

7. Are you aware of anything in his past that could become an 
embarrassment to another city if they were to hire his and it became 
public? 

 
Not at all.  Not even remotely.  I have been thinking throughout this interview if I could 
think of any example or anything that would be unacceptable, but I really cannot.  I’ve 
never seen him do a thing wrong. 
 

8. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
 

He is a good decision maker and can handle just about any task. 
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Reference #3:   Michael Parrish 432-352-6139 Supervisor in the Call 
center at Telvista 

 

1. What has been the working relationship you’ve had with this candidate? 

For about how long? 
 
We worked together for 4 years.  He was the Human Resources director and I was a 
supervisor there at Telvista. 
 

2. Can you share with me 4-5 words that best describe his skills and or 
character? 

- Very Professional  

- Very Fare  
- Very Personal – he always connected with everyone in a personal way. 

 

3. What do you consider to be his greatest strength? Any areas for 
improvement?  
 
His strength would be the ability to interact and work with people.  He taught me 
everything I know about being a great supervisor.   He always handled everything very 
professionally and in the right ways. 
 

4. What were his leadership skills with the department staff? 

 
He was the best model for me and helped me learn the best way for me to be.  He 
handled situations in the best of his ability and taught us managers those things as well.  
All the supervisors and staff looked up to him and wanted to model his example. 
 

5. Can you remember a crisis situation where he was involved and how he 
handled it? 

 
When we had to handle disciplinary actions, he handled those very well.  Even when there 
can be difficult and situations to let people go, he handled them in a way that was 
respectful and handled their concerns in the best way. 
 
There was a situation that was getting out of hand and became a big problem.  It was a 
supervisor and employee that were dating, and the relationship went bad.  Many of the 
employees were siding with the 2 different people and it was getting very out of hand in 
the workplace.  Charles was able to handle it very well.  Anything that was out line we 
documented in the proper way and professionally, but he also did not take sides.  He 
helped them work through it in a positive way. 
 

6. If you were in a hiring position today, would you hire him as Human 
Resources Director?  Why or why not?   
 

 Absolutely, I owe all my professional career to him and I am where I am today because 
of him.   I would choose him over any other candidate. 
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7. Are you aware of anything in his past that could become an 
embarrassment to another city if they were to hire him and it became 
public? 

 
Not at all.  During this interview I have struggled to think of an area where he could 
improve.  I have never seen him do or say anything that was inappropriate or 
unprofessional. 
 

8. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
 

He helped all the managers and employees to become better in their position.  He was a 
great mentor and trainer to help us all to be better in our assignments.  Everyone 
admired him and looked up to him. 
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Reference #4: Donna Rinella 949-702-1906 (former official at Brown 
and Brown Insurance) 
 

1. What has been the working relationship you’ve had with this candidate? 

For about how long? 

 
He…  
 

2. Can you share with me 4-5 words that best describe his skills and or 
character? 

-   
 

3. What do you consider to be his greatest strength? Any areas for 
improvement?  
 
 
 

4. What were his leadership skills with the department staff? 
 

She would  

 

5. Can you remember a crisis situation where he was involved and how he 
handled it? 
 

Xxxxx 
 

6. If you were in a hiring position today, would you hire him as Human 
Resources Director?  Why or why not?   
  
 
 

7. Are you aware of anything in his past that could become an 
embarrassment to another city if they were to hire his and it became 
public? 
 
 
 

8. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
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Reference #5:    Terry O’Brian 432-296-3381 (colleague at Peak Completion) 
 

1. What has been the working relationship you’ve had with this candidate? For 
about how long? 

 
He…  

  

2. Can you share with me 4-5 words that best describe his skills and or 
character? 

-   
 

3. What do you consider to be his greatest strength? Any areas for 
improvement?  
 
 
 

4. What were his leadership skills with the department staff? 
 

She would  

 
5. Can you remember a crisis situation where he was involved and how he 

handled it? 
 

Xxxxx 
 

6. If you were in a hiring position today, would you hire him as Human 
Resources Director?  Why or why not?   

  
 
 

7. Are you aware of anything in his past that could become an embarrassment 
to another city if they were to hire his and it became public? 

 
 
 

8. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 

 



 APPLY BEFORE SEPTEMBER 5TH  

  The Opportunity                   |              The Ideal Candidate 

The City of Arvin, CA is looking for highly skilled,   

economically-savvy professional whose leadership  

experience demonstrates an appetite for effective 

and efficient local government.  
 

Council and staff look to create a results-driven, 

‘customer service’ culture where employees and     

residents take great pride in City leadership. They 

seek a City Manager who can effectively attract and 

retain high-quality staff, attract new / strengthen   

existing new business and industry, innovate, and 

help develop a vision for Arvin’s future.  

 

 Accomplished, Innovative & Influencer 

 Excellent Communicator & Collaborator  

 Collaborative, Team-Builder & Visionary 

 Customer Service-focused, Servant-Leader 

 Technically-skilled, Educated & Experienced 

 

City Manager  

population 21,249 

California’s…California’s…California’s…    

‘Garden in the Sun’‘Garden in the Sun’‘Garden in the Sun’    
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Bakersfield (20 min)       Los Angeles (90 min)          

Anaheim (2 hrs)         Fresno (2 hrs)         Santa Barbara (2.5 hrs)           Las Vegas (4 hrs)                

San Diego  (4.5 hrs)   San Francisco (4.5 hrs)           Lake Tahoe (6.5 hrs)         Phoenix (7 hrs)  

Local Agriculture New Residential Development 
 

Arvin’s history begins at the dawn of the 20th Century. Pioneer storekeeper Arvin Richardson - son of the Richardson 

Family who settled early San Bernardino. The name “Arvin” was chosen among several other names including Bear 

Mountain and Walnut. Because other names proposed were already used in other parts of California, “Arvin” it was.  

The first Post Office was established in 1914 by Birdie Heard - a woman who set up the first Post Office in her living 

room - which was later moved to the General Store - which doubled as Arvin’s first public library until the Kern     

County Library System was established in 1927. 

Arvin experienced its initial development with discovery of oil in the 1930s and the construction of oil wells. Although 

production peaked in 1936, the Mountain View Oil Field produces 400+ barrels daily, has produced + 90 million     

barrels of crude oil, and is one California’s few inland oil fields. 

In 1939, Arvin’s first newspaper, Arvin Tiller was published. Arvin’s first High School was built in 1949 . 

During the Great Depression, Arvin was dramatically impacted by its effects. Thanks to President Franklin Roose-

velt’s New Deal plan, Arvin opened a Migratory Labor Camp in 1937 which helped migrants coming from the Eastern 

US to find jobs and help Arvin recover. This agricultural camp was considered as a complete success and a model that 

other cities would follow afterwards. To this day, the local economy relies heavily on agriculture, but that is changing.  

In 2021, Arvin’s allure is its family-friendly, agricultural traditions, and its potential as a ‘community’ city on the cusp 

of significant growth, investment and renewal. Arvin provides every resident and visitor the opportunity to               

live the California Dream! 

H
IS

TO
R

Y 

Geography 
 

Southern California is home to the City of Arvin. Located in 

Kern County just 86 miles north of Los Angeles at the south 

end of the San Joaquin Valley, Sierra Nevada Range and the 

Sequoia National Forest. The Tehachapi Mountains and       

historic Tejon Ranch are to the south, and the Temblor Range, 

San Andreas Fault, and Carrizo Plain National Monument are 

west of Arvin.  City limits: 4.9 square miles. Residents: 21,249.  

    Cities within a few hours’ drive include:  

Arvin 



 

 

 DEMOGRAPHICS 

 
 

 

TRANSPORT 

International Airports  

Several international airports serving residents of Arvin are 

within 90 minutes drive. They include Burbank (BUR), Fresno 

Yosemite (FAT), Los Angeles International (LAX) and Ontario / 

San Bernardino (ONT). Major carriers include: AeroMexico, 

Air Canada, Air France, Allegiant, Alaska, American, China, 

Delta, Frontier, Hawaiian, JetBlue, KLM, Lufthansa, Qatar, 

Southwest, United & Virgin Atlantic, providing direct access 

to +200 US & international markets.  

  

POPULATION  
According to the 201 US Census Bureau, 21,005 people call 

Arvin home. The City has a total area of 4.9 square miles 

(12.69km2), with a 15-20 sq/mi potential growth area. There 

are an estimated 4,864 households of 4.34 persons per 

household,  and 49% owner-occupied  housing units.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

COST OF LIVING & PROPERTY 
Arvin’s cost of living index of 94.6 is well-below California 

149.9 and the US 100. Arvin / Kern County has some of the 

most affordable real estate in California. In 2019, the Median 

Home Price in Arvin was $183,900 - 32% of the California 

avg. of $570,000.  Rents range from $650 for a   studio, to 

$1,470 for a 4-bedroom apartment. Homeowner vacancy in 

2015 was 1.5%. The rental vacancy rate was 5.2%.  
 

MEDIAN INCOME 

Arvin’s $38,214 median household income is 47.5% lower 

than  the State of California average $80,440.  

AGE DISTRIBUTION  

Median age in Arvin is around 25 

years of age. The largest segment 

of the population is ages 5-17 - 

representing 26.35% of Arvin’s 

residents.  13% are between the 

ages of 18-25, 15% of residents 

are between the ages of 25-34, 

and 24% of residents are           

between the ages of 35 and 54 

years old. Arvin has a very low 

Senior population..  

 

ETHNIC COMPOSITION & EDUCATION 

In 2015, the racial makeup of Arvin is 92.5% Hispanic / Latino 

84.4% White, 1.2% African American, 1.5% Native American, 

and 0.4% are Asian or Pacific Islander. Of residents +25, 

64.5% haven’t obtain a High School Diploma, 29.9% have 

obtained a Diploma, and only 5.6% have a higher degree.  

 

 

 

 

CLIMATE  

Arvin’s semi-arid climate produces 54 days and 6.22’’ of       

annual rain fall. Humidity is highest in February & December 

(peaks at 58%), but it rarely snows. Driest months are June 

and August. Arvin’s temperature Average temperatures are 

34-59°F in Winter and 59-97°F in Summertime. Arvin is flat - 

449 feet above sea level.  
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
Hollywood Burbank Airport 

2015 POPULATION by AGE 

AGE GROUP PERCENT 

<5 11.6% 

5-17 26.35% 

18-24 12.97% 

25-34 14.79% 

35-44 13.35% 

45-54 10.47% 

55-64 6.07% 

65-74 2.8% 

75+ 1.67% 



 

  

 City Governance 

Form of Government & City Council  
478 of California’s incorporated cities are either: General Law (Statutory) or Charter / Home Rule.  Arvin is a 

Charter / Home-Rule type city.   Arvin has a Council—Manager form of Government comprised of 5 City 

Council members elected at-large by local residents. Mayor and Council members serve 4-year terms offset 

every two years and must live within City limits.   
 

The Council serves as the governing body of the City and sets policies that 

protect the health, safety, welfare and quality of life of residents & visitors.  

Among their functions, the most important is the adoption of the City’s 

long-range vision, Strategy and the annual Operating Budget.  
 

Elected officials are quite familiar with and connected to the community.  
 

Mayor Olivia Trujillo elected to Council Nov ‘18; Mayor Nov ‘20, 

term expires Dec ‘24. Arvin native. Houseware consultant.   

Mayor Pro Tem Mark Franetovich elected to Council Nov ‘18, term exp. 

Dec ‘22..Arvin native. IT Support for the School District.   

Councilmember Daniel Borelli appointed 2017; elected Nov ‘20                

term  expires 2024.  Arvin native. Exec. Assistant for Trucking Company. 

Councilmember Donny Horton appointed Jan ’21, completing term of 

CW Trujillo, expires Dec ‘22. Arvin native.  Kinder Instructor for migrant program.  

Councilmember Susana Reyes appointed Apr ’21, completing the term of CW Robles 

(resigned), expires Dec ‘22. LA born / raised. Arvin resident 17 yrs. She is the Executive   

Assistant to the School Superintendent. 
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Mayor Trujillo MPT Franetovich 

CM Borelli CM Horton 

CM Reyes 

 

 

COMMERCE 
Arvin is home to a long-established agricultural economy, 

which provides revenues to thousands of families. The local 

economy employs more than 7,000 people and is home to 

several logistics hubs providing 800 jobs in retail trade, 500 

jobs in health care, social assistance, oil & gas extraction, 

manufacturing and mining - one of the highest paying  indus-

tries in the area.   
 

With 100s of annexable property and development-ready 

commercial property on main street, Arvin is poised to       

expand and develop!  

 

The “Garden in the Sun” is poised for growth! 

Rank Employer FTEs 

1 Arvin Union School District 348 

2 Kern Ridge Growers LLC 275 

3 Grimmway Arvin Organic 226 

4 Arvin High School 192 

5 Vallarta Supermarkets 160 

6 Evergreen Arvin 99 

7 Sandusky Cabinets 65 

8 Arvin-Edison Water       51 

9 City of Arvin 44 

10 McDonald’s 42 

Top 10 Principal Employers 

no photo  

available 



 

*Items in white are currently vacant.  

City Management 
City Manager  
The City Manager is appointed by the City Council 

and serves as the Chief Executive Officer. She / He is   

responsible for implementing policy per Council  

direction and fully manages municipal assets,      

finances, personnel, and resources in an effective, 

efficient and sustainable manner. Duties include:  

 Establishes hours of operation 

 Investigates complaints & Enforces franchises 

 Recommends ordinances for adoption 

 Prepares and submits the Annual Budget 

 Establishes and enforces the purchasing process 

 General supervision of all public buildings 

 Authority to  appoint and remove employees 
           

City Manager duties are found in City Code 2.06. 
 

The Management Team 

Over 17 years, 5 previous City Managers have        

assembled a Management Team dedicated to         

operating at a high standard of excellence.  The next 

City Manager is assisted by a team of 3 Directors, 3 

Supervisors, and 47 additional  employees.   
 

 

Departments under the City Managers direction: 
 

 City Clerk with the City for +12 years, her ‘heavy
-lifting’ supports Council, Boards, the City    
Manager, Elections, Customer Service, Public 
Notices, Public Records, Code Updates, and 
Business / Dog Licensing;  

 Public Works Supervisor with the City for 6 
years, with a team of 6 employees who manage 
Parks, Refuse / Recycling, Wastewater, and 
Street Maintenance;  

 Director of Finance with the City for 4.5 years; 
he is responsible for managing AR/AP, IT, Risk 
Management, Payroll, Treasury, Budgeting, 
Forecasting, Asset Management and the            
City’s Public Transportation system; 

 Chief of Police (new) with the City for 4 months;    
manages 28 sworn officers / staff and 4 reserve 
officers in 4 divisions: Admin, Communication / 
Records, Investigation & Patrol; also Explorer 
Post, Police Activities League, acclaimed youth 
programs, and Animal Control;  

 HR Administrator, currently vacant, previous 
Administrator took new job w/ Kern County, 
after 5 years with the City; 

 Director of Community Development, currently 
vacant, previously administered by former HR 
Administrator. Duties include: Engineering, 
Building, Planning, Permits, Code Enforcement; 

 City Attorney (contract) has been with the City 
for  2 months, special counsel, legal advice, 
draft ordinances / resolutions, prosecutions; 

 City Engineer has been with the City for 2 years. 
Arvin native. Spends significant time explaining 
City Code to residents & developers; 

Service Contracts: Solid Waste Management /     
Recycling, Building Inspection, City Attorney, and IT.  
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City Hall 

https://library.municode.com/ca/arvin/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT2ADPE_CH2.06CIADMA
https://www.guc.com/about-us/management-team
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Opportunities, Challenges & Top Priorities 
 

 

Vision, Goals & Strategy  

Council and Senior Management Team need to develop a 

strategic vision for the community and municipal operations. 

The Council and Mayor support the re-evaluation of work-

flows, systems and processes to achieve greater efficiency, 

effectiveness and sustainability. 

 

Growth, Business & Economic Development 

The City is poised for new growth with relatively unlimited 

potential annexation for residential, industrial & commercial 

development. The expansion of existing business, attracting 

new businesses, amenities, and new jobs and recovering lost 

sales tax revenues is a priority. 

 

Mass Communication & Transparency 

An effective communication method / medium is needed to 

improve community relations, public perception, and         

illuminate the success of Council and Staff. Transparency and 

educating the taxpaying public on the services of local      

government is an important priority. 

 

Strategic Planning & Innovation 

While the City faces growing potential for commercial 

growth residential expansion, fiscal constraints linger. The 

next City Manager’s foresight, innovativeness and strategic 

planning skills will be needed for business attraction and   

expansion, and infrastructure management.   

 

New &  Existing Infrastructure  

Aging infrastructure needs creative funding and external 

agency assistance. The Wastewater Treatment facility and 

some streets are in need of upgrades.  

 

Coaching, Mentoring, Team-building 

The need to ‘harmonize’ and create a high-performance    

culture w/in City Hall requires someone who embodies best-

practices in Customer Service, Leadership, Transparency,  

Integrity. A City Manager who can effectively serve as    

coach, advisor, mentor, and strategist, who values the time, 

inputs, efforts of others will be welcome.   

 

High Performance / Process Improvement  

Opportunities exist to improve the City’s systems, tools,     

processes, policies & procedures in all departments. Asset & 

Infrastructure Management, Community Beautification, 

Technology, Mass Communication are areas of potential   

improvement.  Someone with a toolbox of potential          

solutions will be a valued City Manager. 

 

Empowering Council &  Staff  

Although all members of Council have served less than 5 

years, each has tremendous drive and desire to serve the 

Citizens and Business of the community. Employees are     

dedicated and hungry for leadership.  
 

A tremendous opportunity exists for the new City Manager 

to empower elected officials and professional staff.  

City of Arvin & Regional Agriculture 



 

 

The Ideal Candidate  

 Visionary & Proven Leadership 

 A professional with a strong technical aptitude, 
who is able to see details within the broader scope 
of long-term growth and development of the City’s 
local economy, revitalization & private investment.   

 

 balance the competing priorities of departments 

and differing funding, resources & service levels; 

 effectively delegate authority and responsibility & 

maintain a high-level of employee performance; 

 Effectively attract and retain employees to build 

an effective public service team;   
 

Excellence in Communication  

 A tech-savvy professional with high-level verbal 
and written communication is required. Quality 
candidate abilities include:  

 

 effectively communicate with elected officials,    
department heads, employees, citizens and in the 
public forum; 

 clearly articulate City Codes, Procedures and   
Policies to non-technical individuals;  

 listen to and understand opposing viewpoints and 
successfully mitigate disputes;  

 articulate the potential operational and fiscal     
impact of policy and vision in difficult situations. 

 

Change-Agent, Team Builder & Influencer  

 A professional with a positive, infectious attitude 
who is willing to mentor staff and inspire others to 
follow. Someone who instills passion with the   
employees he or she mentors. The ability to      
harmonize people with technical & non-technical 
skills, to positively influence change. A humble, 
open, approachable, collaborative person will 
make a positive impact throughout the City. 

 

Economic Developer, Infrastructure Manager  

& Strategic Planner 

 These skills are not common in City Managers, yet 
a candidate who possesses these skills and          
experience will be highly valued and successful.  

 

Accomplishments 

Candidates w/ a track-record of accomplishments 

are highly-desirable and will be highly valued.   
 

Qualifications 

Experience 

Five (5) or more years experience with progressively 
responsible management experience in leading 
cross-functional teams, projects and departments 
within  a complex organization (required);  

Education 

Bachelor’s Degree in City Planning, Engineering, 
Public Administration, Business Administration OR a 
closely-related field of study (required). Equivalent 
combination of education, training and experience 
will also be considered. 

Masters Degree preferred but not required.  
 

 Certifications & Licenses 

An ICMA-credentialed City Manager is welcome, 
but not required.  Other professional credentials 
from fields listed above are also welcome.  
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RECENT SUCCESS 
 

 Bakersfield College satellite campus (Fall 2022)  

 Commercial Cannabis program & policies 
(cultivation, manufacturing, retail, non-retail store-
front delivery).   Development-ready.  

 $25,000,000 in secured grant funding for: 

 $10,000,000 COVID-19 Relief; 

 $5,000,000 in Street and Road Grants; 

 $5,000,000 for a complete reconstruction;  

 $5,000,000 Garden in the Sun Park (new); 

 $3,500,000 conversion of transit fleet to electric; 
(Federal Transportation Administration grant)  

New Electric Bus 



 

 

California’s...Garden in the Sun  
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REGIONAL & LOCAL AMENITIES 

 

Arvin is commonly associated for its agricultural and farming tradition. No wonder it is often called as                       
“the Garden of California”.  With a median age of 25, Arvin is a community perfect for families. Arvin’s major 
attraction for wine and sports lover and an ideal spot for those who want to live a country lifestyle, yet within 
a short drive to larger cities. 

 Visit 1,000s of acres of local agriculture. Sample award-winning local grapes, jams, jellies, wines, fruits and 
vegetables at dozens of local farms including Murray Family Farms, Laut Farms,  Hidden Palms Winery / 
Vineyard.      

 Day trip to nature: Sequoia National Park, Kern County State Park, California Area Living Museum (zoo) or 
culture at the Bakersfield Museum of Art, Kern County Museum & Buena Vista Museum of Natural History.  

 A cool off at the McMurty Aquatic Center and the Buena Vista Aquatic Recreation Area. 

 Enjoy world-class athletic events w/ dozens of colleges, minor and major-league professional sports teams:  

     LA Lakers & LA Clippers (NBA), LA Dodgers, LA Angels & San Diego Padres (MLB), LA Galaxy (MLS)& more! 

Sequoia National Park 

Souza Family Vineyard  
Dozens of local family farms & vineyards 

ouza Family Vineyard  
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REGIONAL & LOCAL AMENITIES 

NBA Los Angeles Lakers 

NFL Los Angeles Rams 

MLB Los Angeles Dodgers 

Hollywood Boulevard 

Los Angeles Philharmonic 

Disneyland & California Adventure 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2F1000logos.net%2Fnfl-logo%2F&psig=AOvVaw08GG1yIDxMAFydSOMkRXIC&ust=1628109924720000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCJDE15_clfICFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE


 

 

SALARY & BENEFITS 

The City offers a competitive salary of $159,400 to 

$179,000 (DOQ) with performance incentives.           

Relocation expenses, professional dues, retirement 

and attractive benefits program include:  
 

» Medical, Dental, Vision, 

» Retirement (Cal-PERS), Deferred Comp. (ICMA)  

» Life Insurance, Term, Supplemental, Dependent and 

Universal Flex Spending, and more 
 

Total compensation expected to exceed $230,000.  
 

Arvin Benefits Summary 
Arvin Classification & Salary Schedule 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY 

‘Expressions of interest’ may be kept confidential until       

selection of Finalists for interview is made.  

 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
The City of Arvin values diversity & equal opportunity in 

the workplace. Veterans, all genders, ethnicities and 

persons with disabilities who meet the minimum      

qualifications are encouraged to apply.   

RESIDENCY 

Residency in the City is not required, but desired.  New 
3-4 bedroom homes can be purchased for $250,000.   

                                                       City Manager 
 

HOW TO APPLY 
 

Resume and Letter of Interest by EMAIL only to:  
 

ArvinCMSearch@municipalsolutions.org   
  

Direct questions to the Recruiting Team at the  

email above or by calling (888) 545-7333. 
 

TIMELINE & SELECTION PROCESS 

Sept 5    Deadline to Express interest 

Sept 6 - 30    Screening & Evaluation 

Oct 4     Finalists Selected 

Oct 7/8  interviews, CM selected 

  
  

EXPRESS INTEREST BY SEPTEMBER 5TH 

This recruitment actively managed by: 

 

  

www.MunicipalSolutions.org 

http://www.municipalsolutions.org/media/Arvin%20Benefits%20Summary.pdf
http://www.municipalsolutions.org/media/Arvin%20Class%20and%20Salary%20Schedule.pdf
mailto:ArvinCMSearch@municipalsolutions.org?subject=Arvin%20City%20Manager%20Search
http://www.municipalsolutions.org/recruiting
http://www.municipalsolutions.org/recruiting
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